Quantitative imaging of gene expression in individual bacterial cells by chemiluminescence.
Recent gene expression studies at the single bacterial cell level have primarily used green fluorescent protein (GFP) as the reporter. However, fluorescence monitoring has intrinsic limitations, such as GFP maturation time, high background, and photobleaching. To overcome those problems, we introduce the alternative approach of chemiluminescence (CL) detection with firefly luciferase as the probe. Firefly luciferase is roughly 100 times more efficient and is faster in generating CL than bacterial luciferase but requires the introduction of luciferin, a species that is not native to bacteria. The difficulty of luciferin diffusion into the cells was solved by making use of cell membrane leakage during bacteria dehydration. In this scheme, the overall sensitivity of the system approaches the single protein molecule level. Quantitative studies of gene expression in BL21 and XLU102 bacteria can thus be performed.